
(A4) From Construction Of Service To EnteringFrom Of State

In makeComplete(Context context),
canceling all pending intents in the maps,

and then reschedule them.
If it was scheduled to fire in the past, fire it now.
Otherwise, schedule it to fire in the original time.

In makeComplete(Context context),
canceling all pending intents in the maps,

and then reschedule them.
If it was scheduled to fire in the past, fire it now.
Otherwise, schedule it to fire in the original time.

Generate a ServiceData instance using the
ServiceData table in local database.

Create new service data instance and
save the current state into the instance.

Has service data Does NOT have
service data.

Save service data into the table with current time.

The code for this is in a
static block that executes
when the class is first
loaded into JVM.

Service

Check if the service
has its own

service data.

Get service data and store it to a local variable.
Set the current state's owner to the service.

Call Assertion.test(false)

Has
Does NOT have

Call makeBinder() to create a genericServiceBinder.

Generate new GUID (Global Unique Identifer)

Create new fixed single thread executor.

Register the service to UploadSenderRegistry.
This is done by:

1) Adding the name of the service to a list of services to be uploaded.
2) Transforming the list of services to a JSON string.

3) Using ServiceDataWriter to save the JSON string and time to
serviceDataTable in the local database.

OS will call startCommand(intent, flag, startId),
which will create a worker thread that calls onHandleIntent(intent).

onHandleIntent(intent) will check for action code in the intent
and then call a corresponding method for the action code.

In our senario, we are starting a service. So, it will eventually call the
handleStart(intent, caller) method of our service's current state.

If the service is RuleQuestionService, then increment
and record the system start count into the Key-Value table.

handleStart(intent caller) will call the enteringFrom(oldState, caller)
method of the current state, and then return appropriate state.

Check if serviceDataTable in
local database has the

service data.


